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A LETTER
FROM OUR CEO
It has been over a year since COVID has affected our lives and our industry. If the cruise industry has an achilleas heel, this
was it and not one of us was spared. But we have held on and we are ready for a comeback which will make us stronger than
before. With the addition of new cruise fleet, the pent-up demand and the new health and safety protocols, cruising will be
safer than ever. The ports and destinations are ready to welcome the cruise guests again, perhaps even with more enthusiasm
than before.
Today, we are in the first days of the resumption of cruising. Some of our ports have started to welcome weekly calls and
others are receiving test or technical calls. For example, Valletta, Malta has been hosting MSC since 2020, Cagliari and Catania,
Italy have had calls as well. Genting and Royal Caribbean ships have been sailing out of Singapore on a weekly basis with
success. We had technical calls in our Turkish ports for getting new crew on board.
Though the decisions of the CDC and the American Government are very critical for the whole industry, we can see that the
cruise lines are already creating other alternatives such as “cruises to nowhere”, 100% national cruises in countries where
there is extensive vaccination and homeporting in the Caribbean. As such, our Bahamian and Caribbean ports Nassau and
Antigua are just confirmed as new turnaround ports. For Antigua this is a significant milestone, as the Crystal Symphony calls
starting in May 2021 will be the first time Antigua serves as a homeport on scheduled basis.
Due to COVID, we had the “Cruise bubble” strategy emerge where passengers are in closed groups and on selected Shorex
activities. Cruise ships sailed with less than 50% capacity where all passengers and crew are tested and, in some cases,
vaccinated. In addition to this, we test local service providers, drivers, port personal in our premises hours before the ship
arrives.
On the vaccine front, there are some good news such as Astra Zeneca vaccine, aka the "world vaccine", having 80% efficacy
and 100% success in preventing severe cases according to the US test results. Also, the US and the UK vaccination programs
are picking up pace and targeting herd immunity for the summer which gives us all hope.

During this time, we had the opportunity to update our Health & Safety Procedures, and
to get our ports certified. Today, the GPH Ports are Safe Travel certified and through a
partnership program with our local partners and health authorities, we have localized the
updated GPH Health & Safety Procedures.
As a proof of our strong confidence in the industry we kept working hard and continued
two major construction projects: Nassau and Antigua. The new mega ship pier in Antigua
is mostly finished and in Nassau, the marine works are
almost completed.
We also keep looking for new opportunities for port investments and
enhancements. I am proud to say that Global Ports Holding has been
awarded 2 new port projects during this period, Port of Valencia in
Spain, and Taranto in Southern Italy.
We look forward to the opening of the Cruise industry and
meeting our partners at the next industry event.
Hopefully in person this time :)
H. EMRE SAYIN,
CEO GLOBAL PORTS HOLDING PLC
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VISIT CATANIA

WWW.CATANIACRUISEPORT.COM
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VALLETTA WATERFRONT RENOVATED
VALLETTA, MALTA
The months during which Valletta Waterfront was devoid of any business due to COVID-19
served as a time for Valletta Cruise Port to further invest in projects with the aim of
further enhancing the appearance of this iconic Maltese destination.
The €2m investment included a canopy structures respecting the historic fabric of the
Valletta Waterfront promenade with its nineteen historical 270-year-old warehouses,
built by Grand Master Pinto at the height of Malta’s baroque period where the Knights of
St John and European merchants used to unload their wares. The new structures present
an interplay between old and new, between function and context, with positive feedback
about the simple lines and lightness that the new canopies afford in the venue’s historical
setting, whilst being practical for the everyday activities of a multipurpose destination.
Stephen Xuereb, CEO of Valletta Cruise Port and COO of Global Ports Holding,
commented, “Over the last years, together with our projects team, our architects and our
catering tenants, we have worked on developing a solution which addresses the practical
needs of an outdoor destination, whilst respecting the historic and aesthetic values of our
destination."
Valletta Cruise Port is supporting a €49.9 million initiative spearheaded by Infrastructure
Malta and Transport Malta to develop shore-side electricity infrastructure as part of the
Grand Harbour Clean Air Project. This includes a €37 million investment to provide shore
power on the five main cruise ship quays of the Grand Harbour by the end of 2023. To this
effect works are currently in progress on Quays Pinto 4-5.
Furthermore, Valletta Cruise Port together with local authorities and partners has worked
on COVID-19 Cruise Operations Guidelines for a Safe Continuation of Cruising in Valletta.
The guideline document establishes, embodies and merges Valletta Cruise Port’s
operational plans, procedures and guidelines with cruise line protocols to ascertain the
safe continuation of cruising.
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THE NEW HOMEPORT OF CRUISELINES
NASSAU, BAHAMAS
Nassau Cruise Port (NCP) is finalizing plans for the launch of its home port service
as it prepares to make history as the starting point of the first ocean-going cruises
to set sail in our region since March 2020.
On March 15, Nassau Cruise Port Ltd. formally announced its partnership with
luxury cruise brand, Crystal Cruises. The launch of the Crystal Cruises seven-night
round-trip “Luxury Bahamas Escapes” series of voyages from Nassau will begin on
July 3, 2021 on board Crystal Serenity.
On Friday, March 19, Royal Caribbean announced the relaunch of its Caribbean
cruise service in June 2021. Each trip in this itinerary will also begin and end at
NCP. The international cruise giant has published a summer line-up of seven-night
cruises aboard Adventure of the Seas, which will include visits to Nassau, Grand
Bahama, Perfect Day at CocoCay (a Royal Caribbean private island destination),
and Cozumel, Mexico.
“We are extremely excited to participate in the relaunch of cruising in the region,”
exclaimed Mike Maura, Jr., Chief Executive Officer of the port. He confirmed that,
“At its peak, vessels that use Nassau as their home port will bring thousands of
passengers to Nassau annually, which is not only significant for us but for other
local industry players as well. We are amending our operational plans in response
to this very exciting opportunity so that passengers remain unaffected by the
evolution of our project. Every aspect of their experience is being planned and
reviewed to ensure the success of this venture.”
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VIBRANT AND UNIQUE
DALMATIAN TREASURE
ZADAR, CROATIA
Situated in the centre of Croatian Adriatic coast, Zadar is vibrant
historical

town

with

Roman

ruins,

medieval

churches

and

fortifications, all intertwined with an array of charming cafes, wine
bars and Mediterranean gastronomic experiences.
Zadar is “quirky and unique” according to Lonely Planet, The
Telegraph named it “Croatia’s Coolest City”, Trip Advisor noted it as
“one of the most unique resorts along Croatia’s Dalmatian coast” and
The Independent wrote “three thousand years in the making, Zadar is
a mixture of heritage meets the here-and-now.”
Zadar is home to two very unique attractions – the sound-and-light
spectacle of the Sea Organ, a structure that plays music using the
movement of the waves; and The Sun Salutation, an installation that
collects the sun’s energy during the day, then plays colourful light
show at night. Along the town streets and walking promenades there
is impressive display of gastronomic experiences, cosmopolitan bars,
charming cafes and wine bars. A visit to local open market is a
delightful affair and an opportunity to select some authentic local
produce and handmade souvenirs. Another item to get in Zadar is
renown Maraschino cherry liqueur.
Zadar Region is rich in tradition with an amazing cultural heritage,
natural environment of sublime beauty and splendid mountain
peaks. There are diverse natural wonders to be found around you –
islands, national parks, nature parks, bays, coves and beaches nested
in the crystal-clear Adriatic sea and the impressive hinterland of
Velebit mountains, offering hiking, rock-climbing, cycling, bungee
jumping, swimming in waterfalls, windsurfing and sailing. As the
cruise ship gateway, Zadar is also home to world renown Plitvica
Lakes National Park which is the second most visited UNESCO World
Heritage site in Croatia following Dubrovnik.
Zadar Cruise Port serves the cruise lines as the gateway to Zadar. The
award-winning terminal marks the next step in the development of
Zadar as an exciting and important cruise destination.
Zadar Cruise Port has received Safe Travels certification from WTTC
in 2020 and has been working diligently with local health authorities
and partners on creating operational guidelines for safe resumption
of cruise industry and to implement strict cruise line health
protocols.
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YOUR DESTINATION OF LUXURY
BODRUM, TURKEY
Recently recognized as the “luxury hotspot”, Bodrum is trending as a
luxury destination leaving Bali and Mykonos behind. Business Insider,
Condé Nast Traveler and Bloomberg, all named Bodrum as one of the best
travel destinations’ pointing out the recent high-profile openings such as
the trendy luxury resorts: Mandarin Oriental, Kempinski, Edition, Caresse
and Four Seasons. With its intense nightlife, beautiful sandy beaches,
historical sites, world famous hotels and holiday villages, Bodrum is one of
Turkey's most popular holiday towns’ and largest resorts’ on the Aegean
coast.
Bodrum is a city that possesses one of the 7 wonders of the ancient world Mausoleum-, and a recently listed UNESCO World Heritage site -Bodrum
Castle. The castle was reopened in May 2019 after a thorough renovation.
Visitors can also discover the Mausoleum of King Hecatomnos’ (a new
breakthrough in the ancient history), and the excavated sites such as the
ancient city of Stratonikeia (city of eternal love and gladiators), Pedesa,
Euromos and Iassos.
Variety of culinary experiences with products from local bazaars where
vendors sell fresh and dried fruits, herbs, vegetables, local cheeses, olives,
olive oil can be found in every corner of the city. Goulet tours take visitors
to Aegean’s treasuries such as Paradise Bay and Aquarium bay. Bafa Lake,
with over 700 kinds of planktons in the lake and 250 bird species,
welcomes bird watchers to its unspoiled surroundings and the vast variety
of wildlife.
On March 13th, Bodrum Cruise Port welcomed Viking Cruises’ Viking Sea.
With its strategic location in the Aegean, state-of-the-art terminal facility,
transportation facility as well as security and auxillary services, Bodrum
Cruise Port has become the choice of the cruise company.
Haluk Hızlan, General Manager of Bodrum Cruise Port; “The Viking Sea
call is an indication that the cruise industry, which has been affected by
COVID-19 since 2020, is slowly starting to revive. Today, we have taken all
necessary precautions in cooperation with the local officials. The
successful operation will also be an important reference for future calls.
Thanks to the strategic location of Turkey, its air connectivity and ease of
visa application, I believe that we will see many more calls to Bodrum, as
well as the other Turkish cruise ports.”
Bodrum Cruise Port has been holding the Green Port Certification since
2015 and received Safe Travels certifications in 2020.
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A DESTINATION
FOR ALL SEASONS

WWW.CAGLIARICRUISEPORT.COM
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INTRODUCING:
LA GOULETTE CRUISE PORT
LA GOULETTE, TUNISIA

La Goulette Cruise Port is one of the recent acquisitions of Global Ports Holding
in Central Med.
La Goulette is a town located in northern Tunisia and a gateway to the capital
which lies at the western end of Lake Tunis. A popular summer resort since the
19th century, La Goulette takes its place in the West Med itineraries, offering a
non-EU destination option to the cruise lines.
La Goulette Cruise Port features berths with a total of 657mtr which enable the
port to receive the mega ships such as Oasis, Excellence and Meraglivia-plus
class cruise ships. The ISPS compliant port, offers services to cruise passengers
with enhanced security operations. With two terminal buildings, La Goulette
Cruise Port can easily handle the operations of the cruise ships.
Covering an area of 6,500sq mtr, the Goulette Village Harbour resembles a
medina with Tunisian architectural styling and comprises a central building with
two wings alongside housing 10 shops selling local traditional clothing, watches
and jewellery. There is an a la carte ﬁsh restaurant, some cafes and juice bar
along with a hammam and health & beauty shops.
Must See Places:
La Medina
Sidi Bou Said
Bardo Museum
The Sahara
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A BOUTIQUE PORT FOR
BOUTIQUE CRUISE LINES
MALAGA, SPAIN

Terminal El Palmeral serves boutique cruise lines with the comfort of being
located only walking distance to the heart of the charming city center of Málaga.
Guests can enjoy the most exclusive Terminal in the Mediterranean Sea and
whilst surrounded by the gardens of El Palmeral right in the heart of the
charming city center of Málaga. This terminal offers a wide range of exclusive
premium services to our cruise guests so that they can enjoy the city of Málaga
from the moment they step on our cruise facility.
Fall in love with the city, get lost in our streets and be carried away by our
flavors, smells and people. At Terminal El Palmeral, our boutique Duty Free
retail offers a selection of locally handmade products and gastronomic products
of the city. Our Concierge information desk is at the disposal of our guests with a
wide range of exclusive premium services and experiences for the destination.
You do not need to look any further. Just imagine what you want, we get it for
you!
Malaga Cruise Port has been certified 'Safe Travels" by WTTC and Responsible
Tourism safety & quality stamp in 2020; as well the port has been holding ISO
9001 and ISO 14001 certifications since 2013. Malaga Cruise Port has been
consistently renewing its Quality Service Certification since 2012. This is proof
that our cruise terminals are a reference of quality in relation to cruise traffic
service for the rest of terminals and ports operating at the national level.
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EUROPE’S LEADING
CRUISE DESTINATION
2020

WWW.LISBONCRUISEPORT.PT
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FIRST CRUISE PORT TO OBTAIN
"SAFE TRAVELS" STAMP
BARCELONA, SPAIN

Barcelona Cruise Port was one of the first ports to obtain the 'Safe Travels' Stamp, as safe infrastructures preventing COVID19. Granted by the World Travel & Tourism Council, the leading global association in the sector.
Together along with the Port Authority and local health authorities, have also localized the ‘Safety & Health Protocols’ to
provide a source of best practice on how the cruise operator is conducting operations and national authorities can ensure the
health and safety of the cruise passenger as well as the staff and crew at port by maintaining safe and secure procedures
whilst minimizing the risk of virus transmission.

MEDITERRANEAN'S BEST CRUISE
DESTINATION
KUSADASI, TURKEY
Turkey has been selected as the Mediterranean's Best Cruise Destination
for 2020 by Porthole Cruise Readers' Choice Awards.
Chosen as the member showing the greatest commitment during the
pandemic from the East Med Region by Medcruise; Ege Port Kusadasi
hosts over %60 of the cruise traffic in Turkey.
Situated on the west coast of Turkey, Kuşadası is one of the most
appealing towns of the Aegean and is close to many historical sites. The
dynamic cruise port and beach resort town of Kuşadası is the gateway to
Ephesus, which is among the most visited ancient cities in the
Mediterranean. With the typical Mediterranean climate of hot summers
and mild winters, the region enjoys a long tourism season, and without
doubt, Kuşadası is one of Turkey’s most beautiful holiday destinations.
Must See Places:
Ephesus
The House of Virgin Mary
The Temple of Artemis
THE GPH NEWS
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READY TO WELCOME THE LARGEST SHIPS
IN THE WORLD
ANTIGUA, ANTIGUA & BARBUDA

Antigua Cruise Port is ready to welcome the largest ships in the industry with its new pier that has increased the number of
berths at the port from four to five. The pier represents a $30 million investment, and forms part of the $80 million agreement
signed in 2019 between Global Ports Holding and the Government of Antigua and Barbuda to redevelop the cruise complex.
“Global Ports Holding has successfully delivered on its commitment to complete the fifth berth and has repaid $21 million of
debt on behalf of the government,” said Dona Regis-Prosper, General Manager of Antigua Cruise Port. “We were especially
thrilled to have maintained our construction timeline and finalised the pier project during the pandemic. Our construction
team, port employees, and other partners worked tirelessly to ensure that we remained on schedule and finished the job.”
“Our next area of focus is the $2 million uplift of the Heritage Quay
Shopping Mall and the $25 million commercial development at Pointe. This
expansion will create more opportunities for local entrepreneurs, which
will, by extension, make a significant impact on the community.”
With the recent news of the cruise industry restart, Antigua Cruise Port
has become a major port of interest. With several cruise lines announcing
Antigua & Barbuda as their turnaround destination, the port plans to
serve the cruise passengers on their start and end of their journey.
Dona Regis Prosper commented: “We are very happy to play an integral
role in restarting cruise travel in the Caribbean after this long pause. Now
that we have completed construction of the fifth berth and are
developing our port health and safety procedures in collaboration with
local health authorities, we are prepared to welcome guests to this
beautiful country.”
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A WORLD HERITAGE
SITE’S CRUISE PORT

A beautiful combination of emerald waters and scattered

HA LONG, VIETNAM

forest rise from the waters of the Gulf of Tonkin. A vision

Located on the crossroads of international maritime and

of

air routes, with roads and railways across Asia, Vietnam

Vietnam's number one-tourism hub. Ha Long has

serves as the gateway to the sea of Laos, Northeastern

received the National Cup of Environment as Green City -

Cambodia and Thailand, Southwest China. Ha Long is

clean - beautiful.

islands, Ha Long Bay is an UNESCO Site Heritage.
Towering limestone pillars and tiny islets topped by
ethereal

beauty

and,

unsurprisingly,

northern

increasingly developing infrastructure, road transport
systems, highways, and airways. This makes convenient

Must See places:

for visitors back and forward from Ha Long to other

Ha Long Bay

destination in Vietnam. In 2019, the number of tourists

Sun World Ha Long Complex

coming to Ha Long reached over 4 million. A UNESCO

Heavenly Residence Grotto

Heritage site, Ha Long Bay was declared as one of the
Seven New World Natural Wonders by New7Wonders in
2012.

Ha Noi Capital
Trang An ( Ninh Binh )

In the heart of Vietnam, Ha Long Cruise Port has 6 piers,
including 4 piers to welcome yachts and cruise junks and
1 pier (including 2 quays) for mega cruise ships. As an
ideal destination for domestic and international tourists,
Ha Long Cruise Port is a gateway to many experiences to
discover the beauty of Vietnam.
Ha Long Cruise Port provides service such as:
Domestic Cruise Junks Berthing
International Cruise Ship Berthing
Entry/Exit to Visit Ha Long Bay
Domestic/ International Lobby Lounge
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NEW PORT PROJECTS
TARANTO CRUISE PORT, ITALY

VALENCIA CRUISE PORT, SPAIN

Global Ports Holding has been awarded a 20-year

Global Ports Holding's partner Baleària Group has been

concession to manage the services for cruise passengers

awarded a 35-year concession agreement for the ferry

in the Port of Taranto, Italy. The cruise port infrastructure

and cruise port of Valencia, with a 15-year extension

in Taranto is currently undergoing a state funded, c€28m

option. As part of this agreement, GPH will operate and

investment program, including the building of a new

manage Valencia Cruise Port throughout the period of the

cruise terminal. The construction of these new facilities is

concession. All parties will now work together to

expected to be completed by March 2022. Following the
successful execution of the concession agreement, GPH
will use its global expertise and operating model to
manage the cruise port operations in Taranto. The
concession is expected to start in Q2 2021.

conclude the agreement, full closure and commencement
of the agreement is expected in Q1 2021.
GPH will bring its expertise to the project and its
commitment to a more sustainable cruise offer with less

In 2019, Taranto Cruise Port welcomed c9k cruise
passengers, with a pre Covid-19 forecast of over 14k
passengers in 2020.

environmental impact. The concession is expected to
start in Q1 2021, with the expected two-year investment
phase starting at the same time.
The new terminals will set a new benchmark for
sustainability in the passenger transport industry,
producing 100% of their electricity needs from their own
renewable

energy

source’s

(photovoltaic,

wind,

renewable hydrogen and biofuel), with all waste
generated being recycled.
In 2019, the port of Valencia received 203 cruise calls and
welcomed c435,00 cruise passengers, with a pre Covid-19

TARANTO

VALENCIA

THE GPH NEWS

forecast of over 500,000 passengers in 2020.
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STATUS OF GPH PORT COUNTRIES
Antigua & Barbuda

Open

Bahamas

Open

Croatia

Open

Cuba

Closed

Italy

Open to EU countries and limited to some other countries

Malta

Open

Montenegro

Open to EU countries and limited to some other countries

Portugal

Open to EU countries and limited to some other countries

Singapore

Restricted to Government-approved cruises to nowhere.

Spain

Open to EU countries and limited to some other countries

Turkey

Open

Tunisia

Open

Vietnam

Closed, except for diplomats, experts, investors, skilled labor, students.

For more details visit: https://www.globalportsholding.com/covid19 or SCAN:
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www.globalportsholding.com

ANTIGUA·BAR·BARCELONA·BODRUM·CAGLIARI·CATANIA·HAVANA·HA LONG·KUSADASI
LA GOULETTE·LISBON·MALAGA·NASSAU·RAVENNA·SINGAPORE·VALLETTA·VENICE·ZADAR

